Introduction
In 1967 H. Sikorski [6] introduced the con apt of differential space as a generalization of C 00 -differentiable manifold. Independently, S. MaaLane [4] introduced the same concept of differential space in hie lectures on modern theo--etxeal meohenics. W. Waliszewski in [9] "ntroduced the concept of jet in tho category of differential spaces. The present paper contains two other definitions of jets based on some concepts of tarfgency of mapDings at a point. There are •sxarained 3ome connections among the above definitions.
1. Terminology and notation let C ba any set and let C be a set of real functions defined 011 S. Denote by Tq the weakest topology on S such shs'^ all functions of C are continuous. Let C^, Ac s', be the c:et of all real functions a defined on A such that for any pe .. -here sxiats a set B erQ with pe B and a fsmction fie C -r.i lri'ying the equality a | A ^ B =/5| A h B. He ss? (ct. ¡"4^ )
.-3'-'j it i' -*.-.>d with ^Suf-ot tv? lor.ilizatior. L"'f \ -0 a '«n.-t-j sot of all ! m.--;^ of . 
. Any set Q satisfying scC * C is said to be closed with respect to superposition with all real C TO -functions (cf.
[s]). ior an arbitrary set C of real functions defined on S we have t bc q = t q = t q • Moreover for any AcS the to-• iS pology r r is the restriction of r r to A.
C is said to be a differential structure on the set 3 iff C is non-empty and &cC = C = Cg. Any pair (S,C), where S is a set and C is a dfiferential structure on S we call a differential space. For any set G of real functions defined on £ the set (scC)g is the smallest set containing C and closed with respect to superposition with all C °°-functions and lo- A mapping fjPointsM ---FointaN is aaid to be a smooth mapping from M to N iff for any fi e F (N) we have fi 0 f e F (M). This fact is denoted in ihe form f-~ N.
Let us take any point p of M* The union of all seta of the shape C^, where ps lit r^, C =F(M), will be denoted by /="{M, p) v The set of all derivations (see [5] , [7] For any positive integer k and M,f t a as above put
It is eaey to verify the following four propositions. To prove the lemma it sufficies to consider the case 1 = k-1. We use the induction with respect to k. Let k = 2. If (2.3}2) then according to Definition 2.1 for any v in T p M we have Tf= 1 y Tg, which implies l^Tf = = T Tg. Hence for any w in T y TM we have
Henoe Tpf «= Tpg, whioh gives (2.3|1). Proof. For k = 1 the proof by a direct verification.
Now
X>«t k be such positive integer that (2.3{k) is equivalent to (2.5;k) for any M, N, f, g, p as above. For any v in TpM the condition (2.3»k+1) implies (2.4;k), which is by the induction hypothesis equivalent to the condition (2.6) T k Tf = T^Tg.
Since T k Tf is the restriction T k Tf|T k TM = T k+1 f|T k TM and U{T k TM;v e Tpiaj = T k+1 M we get x k+ 1f|T^+lK = T k+1 g|ï k+1 M, which gives the formula (2.5;k+1). Thus we have proved that (2.3;k+l) implies (2.5;k+1). To complete the proof of the theorem it sufficiee to prove the inverse statement. Let U be the differential subspace of R suoh that PointsM = jl/n$ne/v} U {o}. Put for x 6 Points!! f(x) = 0 and g(x) » x. It is easy to verify that f:M --R and g:M -R.
Because v(f) = 0 4 1 • v(g), where v(h) * lim n.(h(l/n)-h(0)) n-oo for h £ F (M,0), we remark that'f= 1 Q g is not fulfilled.
We will show that f= 1 0 g. It suffices to show that for any differential space L, ye F(R), <p sL --M, X6*(L) and t in I such that cp(t) = 0 we have 3 x (fo go^Kt) = 0. Let L,<r,<p,X,t be as above. We have 3 X (<T ° g° 9>)'(t) = = (d R ar o Tgo T950 X) (t J = (d R Jo Tg) ({T50 o X)(t)). We shall prove that Let us suppose that (T9>°x)(t)E TQM\{O}. We have d M ge F(TM) and (d M g)~1 (R\{O} ) = TJM\{O}. Henoe, TJM \ {0} is open in TM. Let us take neighbourhood U of t in L such that (TpoX)(x)E TQM \ {0} for xeU. Hence <p(x) .= 0 for xeU. This implies T t 9= 0, which ends the proof of (3.4).
k-derlvations 4.1.
Definition. Bya k-derivation (k e/V) on a differential space M at a point p of M we mean any mapping PiF(M,p) -R suoh that for any a,o< 2 ,... ... ,a lc+1 e F(M,p) and ae/? we have 
4.4.
Corollary. If k<l and F is a k-derivation on M at p then P is an 1-derivation on U at p.
The set of k-derivations on M at p is a linear space with respect to addition and multiplication defined as follows (P+G)(or) a P(a) + G(a), (aP)(a) = a(P(a)) for oceF{M,p)
and a e R. This space we will denote by D^M. According to 
L e m a a . Let U be a differential spaoe, which structure is generated by a set C c fl? 0 * 0 *®*, Then we have
If, moreover, k is a positive integer then 5.6. Proposition. Let M be a differential spaoe, which structure is generated by a set Cc For any p in H and any v,w in T p M such that v(<x) -«(«) for cx e C we have v = w.
Proof by an easy verification. 5.7* Theorem. Let f,g be mappings (2.1) and p be'a point of M. For any positive integer k the condition (5.1) implies (2.3jk).
Proof. Theorem holds for k « 1 by Corollary,5.2. Let us take any integer k > 1 and suppose that theorem holds for k -1. For any v in ie I 0,1,2,... ,k-2} and
The last equality follows from the induction hypothesis Tp" 1 f = Tp" 1 6. If moreover (5.1) holds, we have for JleFiN) Definition. By a smooth basis of tangent space to a differential space M at a point p we mean any system of veotor fields on neighbourhoods of p, suoh that their values at p form a basis of T M. We say that The hypothesis in Theorem P. 6 that T M is smooth of finite dimension is satisfied In the case where bl is of finite dimension (se-i
The example of A. Kowalczyk (see [3] ) indicates that there exists a rather wide class of differential spaces of finite dimension which are not differentiate r.nrifolds. Then, by TJteerem 6. P. the three concepts of tangency of mappings at the point for spaces of finite dimension are equivalent. Of course, each differentiable C°° -manifold ia a differential spaoe of finite dimension, too*
